HYDRO-GENERATOR SPECIALIST'S

ROTORS, STATORS, & EXCITERS

ON-SITE OVERHAUL ANDREWINDS

REWIND! UPGRADE!! INCREASED OUTPUT!!

COLLECTOR RING REPAIR RE-INSULATE RE-WEDGE

REMOVAL OF FIELD POLES & VPI OF FIELD COILS

DYNAMIC BALANCING

SPECIALISTS

3 SCHNECK BALANCING MACHINES

SHAFTS AND ROTORS UP TO 15,000 LBS

REWIND SPECIALIST

RANDOM & FORM WOUND

CLASS H INSULATION

VPI NEW WINDINGS

REDESIGN RAISE HP

CRYOGENIC CLEANING EXPERTS

ON-SITE SERVICE NO RESIDUE NO MOISTURE NO HAZMAT

REMOVES DIRT & DEBRIS W/ NO DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT

REDUCES TURN AROUND TIME TO SUPPORT OUTAGE PLANNING!!

FULL IN HOUSE MACHINE SHOP TOLERANCE TO WITHIN 0.0005"

LATHES WITH 52" DIAMETER & 13' CAPACITY

REBABBING SLEEVE & THRUST BEARINGS

ON-SITE WELDING, DESIGN & FABRICATION

METALIZING & SLEEving HOUSINGS

ROTOR-SHAFT & SPINDLE REPAIR

INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS

AC VFDs

DC VSDs

SOFT STARTS

DISTRIBUTOR FOR:

BALDOR/RELIANCE, US MOTORS, WEG,

LEESON, TECO WESTINGHOUSE & OTHERS

SERVO-MOTORS

FANUC

SIEMENS

MITSUBISHI

YASKAWA

BAUMULLER

MANY OTHERS

24 HR EMERGENCY SERVICES

(860) 243-1737

WWW.LEPPERT-NUTMEG.COM